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This book is dedicated to all Torch Bearers of Truth. It is dedicated to the 
soldiers of the Wehrmacht and the Waffen SS. It is dedicated to the Holy 

God Men of Berchtesgaden and В, ayreuth. It is dedicated to the two 
beautiful animals pictured in this book and to all the other beautiful animals 

in the world. And it is also dedicated to Ursula Haverbeck, the World’s 
Greatest Grandmother. 
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rid that they have forced upon us, endless hatred must 
» engaged in for the sake of boundless love 
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That is why I say that the ‘memory of the blood’ is slow to appear, very 
slow. It breaks its way through shadows of pain and nance. A lifetime is 

not long enough to listen to its messages, to read its wise book." 

Miguel Serrano, Adolf Hitler - The imate Avatar 

on must ultimately be limited to men who insist on 
The rest is mere sheep herding. 

Ezra Pound 

f the majority is no proof of justice. " 

Friedrich Schiller 

in reality committed by 
4 does there exist such a 

of the mode of living of others as in 
us intolerance is carried оп 

bert y the real character of 

@ political party has 
е Movement is the will к 

perman. 

Adolf Hitle 
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Chapter I 

King Ludwig П And The Sons Of God 

It is the Nature of Living Things that determine history, it is the xe еі 

Living Things that determine the Truths, it is the Nature of Living Things that 
Jetermine the Lies. It is the Contrast of Opposed Living Things. It is The Ehrean 
Torch Bearers Versus The Satanie Beings. 

Part of the requirement of being a good, little faithful follower of Zion in today's 
post-modern world is to become totally devoid of any kind of character or 

personality, to be told what to do, to be told how to do it, to be told what to think 
ind to be told how to think it; this is vital if one wants to fit into the mass of 

formity, if one wants to join the hoards of believers in nothing, if one wani sto fit 
into the rows of suburbia, if one wants to join the willing Slaves of Zion and if one 

s to give up one's soul completely for programming and control. wis 

Once they have all ‘achieved’ this (although, in the English speaking countries of 
а t have to actually ‘achieve’ this, as it all comes naturally, such 
bed ire of this Zior 

de 
d Nat st world of obedience in those parts, one will 

one 15 of an exceptional nature), anyway, once they have 
vital that they resent with all their very beir 

t they join tc 
g those that will 

ther to ignore and isolate nd distance 
po s the intellectual capacity, the morality and the 

naracter to reject the Evils of Zionism, In the World of Zion, the best of 
ind the treatment and the portrayal of King Ludwig II 

ple; the life of King Ludwig is a very good example of la tal tru it, if one | ves today or has lived in the last few hundred 
Ше commonplace evils of murder, rape and І hat is the d t senility of n, or one must more or less, live in 

The Mad King’, this is a manifestation of a 
inadequacies by buryir the facts 

| al fallacies; people's hatred of character 
1 1 pure (which is also a centr: 

0 can up here in the use 
e by idealism Will be destroyed by those (the l у Gladly 

not Know the difference between childhood and 
t they! Childhood is 

and this is followed by 
see one starting out on a career nd her the Car А Art and Truth are nothing but 

g was a ‘lo and isolated prince’ and 
j y and isolated prince’ did 

he lived for art and for 

of Zion 

23 
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Look at ti 
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% it ^ llowed 
5 built by that Mad King’ when, in reality, they shouldn't be al ose Hohenschwangau, Füssen or the Tannheim Alps. 

also say that Ludwig was ‘obsessed? with слее under his spell’ (the term ‘obsessed pes who do not wish to discuss truths); 

ion belicve that the only obsessions. between the hours of nine and five and 
game console at night. They are born of 

King Ludwig II met Richard Wagner for the fi well aware of the work of The Master an enlightenment. аы ме e The Provi occur, perhaps that was the very 
[ E: 9 the P and support which wı building gue Bayreuth Festspielhaus and the two greatest works of art of al time, Der Ring des Nibelungen and Parsifal. King Ludwig made possible that which The Darker Forces tried to stop through their usual methods, in this case obstructing The Master in His Work and forcing him to move from place to place, branding him 

a ‘Revolutionary’ (wi ironically, is what one has to be); truth is always іп exile in a world full of lies, It is по coincidence that these Darker Forces tried to drive a 
wedge between Ludwig and Wagner, 

"Ой, how futile is this world. How miserable, 0 many men, their lives 
ntred in the close circle of triviality, Oh, if only this world lay behind те.” - 
Ludwig to Richard Wagner. That statement applied then and it applies now, 

multiplied a thousand fold, the triviality of the masses and their hatred of those that 
reject triviality. I udwig may not have Understood the real reasons why this should 
all be so, he may not have understood the real forces behind the Hidden Hand of 
Zion, but Wagner did 

Schloss Neuschwanstein was built by King Ludwig as a tribute to Richard 
Wagner, it is white after the Swan Knight Lohengrin, the interior is full of scenes 
from Tannhäuser, | Ohengrin, Tristan und Isolde and the legends of Siegfried and 
Parsifal, it is a monument and a hallowed tribute to the work of the Holy God Man, 

i and true, it is the antithesis of today: k and corrupt world, There ought 
statue of The Master at the entrance to the castle with music from His 

Operas playing in the rooms within. 

banknotes, m Кей with the reaction of t 

security 
comes to 

paper lies, 
- Schloss 

Of all this ‘money’ . distinguishing 
Valuable obj Another brief point relating to wh 
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оп people annually around 13 mi "ally, the n there's the other castle, ue 
=e De 

Schloss Neuschwanstein 

(же old castle ruins of Hohensclwang: 
[inthe germine style of the old German kn у 

pesti would like to accommodate there, the locat 
Eae could ever find. holy and unapproac! 

edite end who has brought salvation and true 
wori Ludwig in a letter to Richard W 

ion is one ap 
^, a Worthy e 

ri 

u from a film made about Ludwig IT which obvious а Watner messages, which was to be e «pected, howeye бәйгі (it was made by the actor playing King Lud dot un artist, he would be a Saint, T. 
ка 

Ther a moral ам UAS genius. His art redeems us. It's ап ani to the evil ай Wagner is а man vho will remembered y Tu What remains of ап artist ате no lt hock people but his work ' - Now, of course, the product, 
E would have You believe that the "weakness 

Der Told (although, of course, they nevê Ê E this, they will always try and direct people Tei they can just fabricate from noth 
; Ing, was especially fair game for any M 

Schloss Hohenschwangau 

Schloss Hohenschwangau was built on the ruins of a fortress which dated from the twelfih century and was originally built by the Kni of Schwangau, it is where Ludwig spent his childhood, In 1865, King Ludwig met Richard Wagner here, Hohenschwangau can therefore be conside vd to be Holy Ground. 

The patronage of Richard Wagner by King 1 udwig II enabled The Master to fully complete the Total Artwork (His G amtkunstwerk) - that is, all aspects of art being combined in His operas and His wri ings, a synthesis of the arts, to form a unifying body of work which ses the fundamental truths of life and existence through art; this has never been achieved at such a level by anyone ever, either before Him or since. The fundamental Timeless Truths that King Ludwig lived for are contained in the work of The Master; Ludwig himself understood that ‘politics’ and his “governmental duties’ were merely false concepts and that the Work of The God Man, the ultimate truths, would one day triumph and that the way to best serve his People would be for himself to serve one of the Sons of God, Future generations of German People would judge him. 

ТІП 
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E. which declared King Ludw; 
Ludwig's diary entries wera i 
ой дай later, would Use А $ 

se n ion) - as with numerous oti 
d dos which would fit its ker кира ne ¢ ісшаг conclusion: due 

E that ios results in Contra: 
Hand this alway rad; Voss ылып obvious lies - the ty, 1 era gives them their power, it jg the so docile that it фос jidden hand is so 
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dem itis Hidden! 
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Schloss Herrenchiemsee 

Again visited by The Fûhrer and, like Schloss Neuschwanstein, it was never 
gain visited by The Д зм 
ж completed due to the death of the king. 

The term itself, ‘insanity’, is nothing but a made up term, a ps duc to their own inadequacies and cowardice and lack of EATUR аа Bee term which they can just throw over any опе who displays even the remotes His any of the aforementioned qualities mentioned in this work, never mind ean 1 ШЕ percept е as Ludwig II; this is why the term ‘flawed genius’ is so commonly bed it enables them to at least ri "ognise immense talent in somebody, but only 
superficially, whilst at the same lime dismissing inything (everything!) about 4 
genius which doesn’t quite fit into the Zionist World View. 

Another term, ‘conspiracy theory" also ‘has a field day whenever the death of 
Ludwig П is discussed. The gra ful, inadequate, pitiful masses with their hateful 
demeanours just lap it up. So who ds a medical examination, Mr and Mrs 15100 plan, celebrities, Soap operas and an of Bavaria (Patron of one of The Sons of God)? 
They always use the term “died my steriously* when referring to Ludwig II as this is 

also d ed to r people think that he ‘died mysteriously and that’s the end of 

if, in other words, it 18 designed to make People not think. It ignores all the 

evidence that Points to the fact that he Was murdered - the fact that his doctor also 

died with him, the fact that he was Supposed to have drowned in the Starnberger See 

despite being a Strong swimmer and no Water being found in his lungs, despite there 

being evidence Pointing to the fact that he may have been shot There are now 

virtual autopsy techniques that could be used to conduct an autopsy on the King 
ut the remains themselves being disturbed but, to date, the Wittelsbach 

fi è refused to 
3 i 

ЕШ!) have refused to allow this to be carried out; Adolf Hitler himself requested 

the same but the answer was the Same. The Führer Knew 

ime bonus) or K 

29 
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с lete the 
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wi ume there is a journey to be derg жаса hel own as they e ay do not possess Ede they have j Such D ok their spite E en T ктер ta E ЕН wren Sey, Atl mons of Zcor Saves who wll evn ada i the dumbing ind чан use all that to build қотақ out the e ше e used by Zion to aid this agenda te odors and more knowledge ang d gemi eene tacts ‘education’, Papius i Site ph jor courage and their Superior ор It down ol і Saree 8 become part of the MESE T Ed Nep HESÊ Be с proclaim, "The Truth y Tien) таев manifests itself to a greater e more and more willing in serving conclusion is arrived at by just a few people Р: d гиа then more and more people become ре which envelopes their ew people in this world and these tna The Etemal Jew; they morph DRA AA ey become, through future 

inthis world because these very t “ very being. They become hatefulness personified; they E 
" espeople 

д s 
ey become, e of their appointed spokes 

(0 сату out such truths are essentially Germanie y generations, born of hatred. They become, as one с рр Thid Reich arose in Germany, that its people г, Were of Lady Gaga informs us, ‘Born This Way 
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1 so on thus ensuring that 
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through the 
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СӨ ou and a different upbringing by wholly Jewish." - Hilaire Belloc 

sof things when it comes to whut might be deserity 
fi Wil might be described as being 1 ind Liey The above quotation can now be used to accurately portray, more or less, the Dy shows) that the people of Holy Furor especially entire English speaking populations; they will 1 Жей Light Bearers of Truth and the H lever even attempt to venture onto 

English the journey from error to truth They аге born of hatred. They are Born That Way {whit woul 
m diy 

1 
de the fo An example of people who belong іп the third group described above: Fredrick 

Xretistence in serving the Su Toben, Sylvia Stolz and Ursula Haverbeck, Now let’ move on ... to a definition 
itis exceedingly pire for anve vho is Beal cul-de-sac n. a street closed at one end. It could be said that there are numerous cul- 
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г. To Arrive Неге! 

ADORATION ТО HOLY GERMANIA !! 

HEL TRUTH U HEIL THE LAND OF LIGHT!) 

Я 
ould of you who are familiar with the works of Perey пума реве т Those 013 is chapter as being from а poem called Love OP y 

he title of this chapi iliar with inane Zionist propagan 
recognise tie г” it; those of you who are familiar with inan: са Ait aid 320456 AE RE ро chapter is the same as the title анада might era) 24" February 2008, of the British television series "Lewis", and y broadcast on 2 

2 1 A 
ight although Zion doesn't realise that its propaganda is inane which is why ri 

S pue producing 
it 

` Zioni: writin /ritings made up of the meaningless exposure of Zionist propaganda =н " us 
ae of the mockery of such meaningless Propaganda are, ee 

me ap however, just for a laugh, and to prevent this chapter from runni meaningless, 
ill ў eroosdi 4 d lions and millions of pages, I will just mention crocodiles, banking ant millions à 

mathematics. 

Let us examine some of the script from the propaganda operation: et 

it Buckley (student) [as part of her fictitious Oxford tour guide speak]: "Now s re going to go down to the crocodile infested river. we're going to g 

с "d гче a wi am 
Quentin Jackson (American): “Suppose 1 say to you, “I dont believe a word of any 
Quentin Jac А 
of this stuff. 

Philip Horton (student): "But there are photographs of the croc odile," 

Buckley: “And I would say to you, Sir 
created equally with certa: 
of happiness?” 

Do you believe that all men and women are unalienable rights such ах life liberty and the pursuit 

Jackson: "I uphold those to be self-evident truths 

Buckley: “It's easier to believe in a croc odile swimming іп the Cherwell " 
[laughter from Horton], 

You see, what Zion 
face, that they believe t 
watching this ргораря 
website) without re: 
masses are, 

is doing here is trying to flaunt the 
hemselves to 

fact, right in the viewer's be far superior to the cattle GOYIM who are all inda exercise (8,9 million according to the Zionist Wikipedia alising, for опе mom ment, that the masses don't give a dı indeed, 
television sets w heth 

€ masses would r they knew such Productions we; otherwise. You see, even (or, of со; America dare not talk of the f Man and Е hrean Woma 
Michele Buck, Dı 

Part of them, th 
е! 

amn, the 
glue themselves to their 
re Zionist Propaganda or 
m of the United States of 
ifferences between Е hrean Tun of the mill Zionist M 

Chris Burt, Dan Reed, / 

urse!) the Constitutio, 
undamental truth of the di n compared with the amien Timm asses such as Yer, Ted Childs, 

Alan Plater and 
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politely nothing t do with 
this ridiculou ТІ uppositi T с 

that the, perhaps staid ang 
is a perfectly norm 

о convey the 
bblishment er 

rooked world financ 

and has been) u 

4 alf a billion 

spective с 
n order to 

ever they te 

as money ес 
Only fe pln. “Ue 2 por ve 

mprsarig the lowest ca 

төлде ті angle whatever | 
inlay had ù | 
lr on 

уцай by Zi ot, Suhcons 
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Prog 
ih ier in the propaganda operation, after spinning a yarn about the crocodile, this 

dit to € s and. Inspector 
t tell people а pack 

don t 

uide tells her group: "У or 
Pays to the tour guide, Buckley 

and Buckley also tells Lewi 
Tourist office х 
Weill, i 

ту you ju 
ies are more fun than the truth, 

ЭК 

it in their 

this 

bli 

Zion thinks that it I down upon the 8.9 million v 

face) that they 
anybody 

of 

s openly 
hem (flauntir 

he monkey, yet 
forc 

are the primiti de 
medium! 

cended 
can do - if one merely 

th 

rols the 
ontrol 
lle 

fference between the 

hinks that a medium enabling 
intellectual standpoint of the mes 

ith medium and the m 16 É lly- car 1 essage mean, they 
them 
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all students of mathematical probability. Conclusion? 
jn You re 

prio! Ми" watson 
goer n racial laws fo their own y mathematics student): "A perfectly natural sequence that is merely 

і die y the free markets that govern all democratic societies 

that man a double first. 

ofessor) [places a sheet of er displaying a chart т (mathem 
pr for the past 40 years on the table showing the price doing 

thing apart from two spikes ир to around $50, опе іп 1980 and the 
If one of you could turn it over 

Wela epe students turns over the chart that is presented]. 

; You те all students of mathemati ability. Conclu. p 

ie James athematics student, Zion cheated. The whole financial system is 

ner rrupted from star finish and tver is the most scarce met on earth hence its 

i ша) ‘naked shorting’ by Zion. That so-called price action is absolutely 
yw iniae erai netic development 17 T lich 
he sc Poi MAYA - Reality Is An Ill ther | 

nd hides - Torch Bearer T7 ymson: "Give that man a р n senten. 
Esoteric Hitlerism 

r Xf suc Iver p eb yver t. se ксішіле of he propaganda operatior ne chance ich haviour, over the last forty years, occurring in a Right at be begi mark vell, let's just say it's laughable By the way, th 
professor) [shufft 2 ganda y med in th hapter and in this book and everywhere in the 

г ot, anti-Germar ganda, it goes on and on and on because Zion 
aks that such pror tes to comr А Y t [ peting and winning. What do vou intend 

: 1 rry or р. E it Zion should use 
ida nelley 

қ “Yow re al nit of nematical p 5 
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Pilgrimage 2013 

The following discourse pertains to my v isit to the Holy Land in 2013. As is ойеп the case when travelling in this ‘modem’ world, one must use an airport but 
Zionist methods of “power” and ‘power’ must be explained here; there are tw. 

power, that kind which is gained thro 

airports have now become nothing more than 
control. The use of the term 0 kinds of 

gh will and fight and truth and the application of justice and of the intellect, all the qualities of such which were embodied in Adolf Hitler and The Third Reich 
which is 

and still are 
and then there is that kind of 'power 

ardice and sheer we 
else gives a damn about how this h this power із wielded 

due to the fact that ри 

orders and demands whether jt be 

лед through subversion and cow 
through the fact that nobody ght of numbers and 

power is obtained or Essentially speaking, the world ‘power’ of 
cople don't mind being subjected to any kind of 
signed to harm their health, their general well- ement purposes and nowhere is this process so obvious than at e's on Zion because Zion doesn't realise the extent to which the vast majority of people have come 

in wh 

or amus 
in actual fact, the | 

to enjoy these experiences due to 
The Stockholm Syndrome into the mindsets which they 1 a very tong time ago. The pathetic forms of control of Zion which have 

series of actual false flag attacks and attempted i © attack nd invented false flag attacks, can be demonstrated by the story 
ghter, who were not allowed to board the plane 

I could gather, the lady's daughter had lost her 
g pas: omething similar between going through security t е gate and was told by one of the Ziobots, in an off-hand ig ould not board the p 

У gradually introduced after a 

ane. Her daughter had a copy of her 
300d enough for Zion. It was clear that the the or pathy that Ziobot airport officials have is with Satan daughter did not board the plane. This is also a 

hich hi: ghts the difference between "legal" and 
nothing more 

have no standing in law 
i by somebody, Zion just resorts to 
by unlawful enforcement - look, 

ter digit, mere cattle. It would probably spoil 
+ that most people actually don’t mind, nay 

l there are а group of people in England who 
d who (naively) believe that they can 

document at an airport and in other such 
love from one Zionist corpor: 

and “passports” bein 
ul” documents which 

eneve hallen, 

of impositior 

is 'Freemen 
the n o produc 

tion to another, by 
heory, be easy 10 do, 

these Zionist impositions are lawfully 
mprehend the true sadistic methods used 

power’ which have nothing to do with the law, I 

system against them. This would, in 



walkways, the Column 
Reichstag іп 1939 as pan P. 

Germania which would һауе re th, 
‘with architectural creations КА 
one of the key concepts of TI 

it ideals of Ancient Germania i 
the past. If something from the & 
should be destroyed. If. som 

and civilisation then jt should 
the Column distorts all of this 
ed” from its original position in 
oject An extra block was also added yy 

bonding of The Reich with ustria the 
| common blood; this is, of соте 
propagandists who strive to give the 

rather than being an Act of The Will 
models in the exhibition of Europam 
f Valhalla at Regensburg and the mij 

Creature Sophie Scholl who has, fly 
I Temple, absolutely no business atal 

Reserved exclusively for Nordic hema 
‘Her firm Christian be in God ant 
fomed her basis for resi ing Ха 

tof murderers and fraudsters, ОЙ 
and rob millions, She ‘resisted’ Nad 

to those who were worthy of itai 
the false Bible formed a part of that 
in their lies snappy names sucht 

len with ball point pen) so that ik 
Sf the boards in the exhibition stat 
has Transformed into а symbol 

peacefully gather at the ha 
the column just below the Ж 

though & 

ut state” is anything but ec EC Adolf Hitler would unders 4 history. С smopolitanism?* ^ 

adj. 1. made up of people Tm 

different 
untries, - This сап 

Jook at the defin 
many dat 

to dilute the effectivenes: naturally 
D 0 or create, Possessing kn 

f the ‘nations’ о When they speak o fos 

You see Zion always 

f different countries is 

said five 

iergarten to TiergartenstraBe and arrive at one of the 
ponk e ri statue of Richard Wagner by Gustav Eberlein finest sights in iled on 1* October 1903; protected from the elements by a large 

торут ша infini d eternity with the knowledge and wisdom that cover, He gazes out across іп inity ап el 3 n И Е 
even The Gods could not match. It is often the case in this world and in li е 
living being that exists on this earth will often reveal its own true nature and its real 
‘reason for being’ by the way it acts and by its own subconscious actions; often, one 
can gauge this quite caet hd Шана 41 ак see D and a pies 
resonates within one to begin with. There is Truth and there is Justice а 
Beauty and there is Glory w can all be seen within the gaze of The Two 
Greatest Men That Ever Lived; one is represented in the statue above and the other is Adolf Hitler. Now let us venture briefly to the satanic dark side, the servants of The Demiurge. Let us mention one of the Creatures of Satan, Evelyn de Rothschild; now, because pressing buttons on a computer keyboard and alling these electronic digits “money” and then forcing these electronic digits onto the rest of the world then just resorting to the old tried and truste 
Parts of the world object to it, 
concrete then that 

cowardly 
When this creature : of The Jew із Satanic and Soi pater ta tors etary fraud that The Jew: engage in are moe because they must king in every area of both i 10 convince themsely 

, concoct the ‘God’ 
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p side of the Tiergarten, I eventually Peach 

d passing а out of their natural habitat so y here | me Barek! start to adopt a certain minde 
E thing is also а natural phenomenon % 

zoo on the way. Zoos are places tthe | 

cut of their natural habitat from Me | 
2 Europe іп droves; it Tarely r Ж the destruction of Holy Europa де yid Zion tricks for the human Ziobors Such ag is nose; in tum, the humans be made а 

rking from nine o'clock in the moni ng for fiy weeks а year in exchange for wo "i me 1 “Man in the modern worleg feels len 
rin the zoo. which shows that the animals z -Savitri Devi. The unhappy anj 

sto understand that they are not fr because whereas the masses of humans аге not ey 
prison which holds them any human who sho believes himself to be free in a w orld 

0 does not want to admit the truth, 

arial Church were a group of ‘| reemen' fı were being ‘rebellious’ by playing Kosher T 50 outside the church Were a. 
Israeli occupation of Palestine ‘OU see, they 

Bt ‘israel (the concept of ‘Israel is of no real fid domination through their fraudulent banking d by people who are not of F шторсап descent 
i Lies of The 

anyone with 
less, moronic trish 

cross of nails, the пай 

er from The 
. 1 then came across 

а letter from a Brits 
"fis iut notepaper of the hotel Ger: 

Bd the Cantata service on June 
м 
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i death of my ;erman people and German pilot for the á J 
TE то to frene m omad a Sept 127. 1943 n the hospital ship 
үде беле af Salem, 1 believe that God does too. I feel yu warden PER 

» n 8 3. ri 
N ature te this letter utilises the Jewish Scapegoat s 

innocent gor i і d the creature also possesses ie у for the crimes of the wicked an aste 
Th ‘forgive’, is to that evil wickedness м ind to use the term ‘forgive’, that is to say ету 

pee m x eases the crimes that evil wickedness committed! 
Чоте ілі ee the destruction of whom has always been ros 

ps e erii And then this Satanic Fiend mentions oe ! And each n 2 
120 y lil Ise flag attack? Incidentally, Intercont jously like а falsi Ig 

i dial T built a hotel on the Holy Ground of the Obersalzberg 
и mpm 3oering's hi се stood. Upon any Final Victory, the creature where іп Goering’s house on n 

8 this letter ought to be hunted down and dealt with and rest assured that 
lcs cera father, George North Watson (if he ever existed) will be nowhere near 
heaven ... 

i е а f calm 
Berlin I would regularly walk through the T rgarten, an oas: of 

one in the middle of the ‘cosmopolitan’ metropolis of Berlin; tis the inevitable outcome of the unlimited fraudulent creation of ‘debt’ and ‘currency’ іп air that huge spra: and more real assets ты 
re and тоге people are forced 

e', where millions of. people go 
is also usually situated in the 

is even mot 0 à concept that 
The Greatest Fraud Of All Time 

polis is the result of Zionist rendy' and name a m agazine after it then think it’s perf «Пу alright. No doubt 2 jon would, given half etgarten, cut dow! the trees, drain all the rivers, kill all ез there and turn it into 8 ‘cosmopolitan’ metropolis ||, 

tag and the Brand 
blighted by a memorial to t] 

Гапіуе at 7 tarifs Pus Brandenburg Gate and think what it mus 
gent y of 30' January 1933 Which saw the torch 

ше rate the Coming to power of The Mi 

Е have been like on that . orchlight march through th еп of Light and also on the е 
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was driven under th, 

sacs bY Men. a few months befor. сац іг suburbs іп the westen area of the city to avoid what would be the acrid 
ae av from Zionist occupation, Су; LEN exe owing winds from the industrial parts of the city which, for the same 

EUN arian aggression’ ar оу westerly ге usually located on the eastern side although, now, of course, a large 

БОГ comes toth, Ма n reason, dustrial production has been dispatched to China which produces large 
jate stands, alse fios n P omes vorld's products which are dispatched to the west in exchange for 

ed States of Ameri he i е which are created out of thin air and forced onto China (or at least 

ew symbols of free’ W glee" ce of China) by insidious Zionist bankers. Unlimited fraudulent creation 
e por 
debt from f thin air equals almost unlimited industrial activity and how the 

environment ды 
described as being ‘т ddle class’ think they are de 

uffers. The people who live in the more exclusive suburbs who m 
: well out of *the 

because they have a ‘g xod life’ which is better than other people's. Of course 

aso бе leisure crafts cruising the River кеі Peens is that the type of slavery that they are engaged in (which usually 
One wander В lion’ was used on mi asion іе. working іп an office) means t! are able to hold onto the assets that thes 

thatthe spec тиі Ae Jewish suffer ng’ decades before the Second we or a little longer than the average manual worker in this sick sport of who can 
owned newspapers to des B s of The Holocaust * Wor n the best. In a Zionist paper fraudulent debt all assets held: bx роем 
War even seamed, before be Eie fust things I toth 4 Ballo fantacy? Vid چ i i eld by non-Jew 

Brandenburg Gate is the Reichstag and ne 5 s t ng ( А i e only ever 1 si à it the slightly higher up the 

sick joke wrinen in capital enters on the D i Si pyrene you are then. tne songer you are allow па before the 
ШЕ dh пелі То The German People’, The only th leliberate withholdin рег vouch ig of your р as well and 
Democracy serves is the attempted destruction o! The Deutsch i then it’s S tum to be foreclosed upon and th tem goes on until the bankers 

you sex, in arder to try apd compensate cies they қ own everything in their own pathetic rigg m 
German People’ actually means ̀ : ple’. On 

ше The Deutsches Volk been truly 8 В Е Despite the refurbishmen t um, mo ibly th w roof. th 1 
баі they were all, | assume, waiting in line to go insi x e of the magnificen afer! : 01; overall 

Gee Demorrcy’ is served. If one wishes to vi Я he Olympic F ie Mara does the original fire bowl for 

Reichstag бс glas dome р Zioni h sculptures of true art ir і 3 nming stadium and various 

tw lus 0 еме in advance he ^ қ 7 ch as " eco 7v: f and achievement 
ае so that all the peo : ) le е 7 rexer ld Willy 

Sey al po nn * i T ЖАЗЫ ТЫ уга х Josef Wackerl i 

Ally no ore accurate wa E n onthe US І Olympic Bell (although this now 
1 bell tov E 

Olympic Ga which wa 

is trimmed by hand - The 

iven was that it was t 
t forr lat 1 of unilaterally 

eat peopl I le into п 12 
andards’ woul 
of bleach. One of the first 

en mowing the pl 
Tue mor е monetary system 

d 15 gone forever 

"ch holds its value forever 
nt apn approximately two an 
есе ol paper which is only 

gullible and | 3y those w o CIE ) € who are 
vorthlessness The audio 
The Führer ‘Uhrer opening The 
‘es and fakery; it Stated 
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narck Halle and the reconstructed Bell Tower 

owing pec ıe way and he was listening to a radio which was 
Zionist message entitled “Born іп The USA by the Zionist 

They were showing a film in the Bell Tower/Langemarck Halle 

the Lang | continue 10 
ple 

by German schoolchildren; the ху in the pictures eing watchec 
лу they will be accompanied with the truth, perhaps one 

hildren will reject the lies. The Langemarck Halle is 
<h form of control. The Т 

slabs fitted in w soldiers who died in The Battle of Langemarck in 1914 

j limestone by The Führer іп 1936, І continue to the Dietrich-Eckart f violent so visited by 
: E her the you T 4 Ren icl the Waldb hne as it is, of course, unacceptable 
шы, i нп а соја fg d vell as playing subliminal messages on 

i 1 V ; radio, Zion ıs à means of subjugating the minds 

Pu is dri E іш пе” is used for today. There is now a 
< 1 ^i vium cover se concerts which interferes with the original 

s opm vit of ^T istic cover serv e concept of uti 

inde which prunas ae ing up fit a | cept ol UD Ores ысы ра Mese ino opi of dead i ol ji ; g on 21 bliminal messag 1 this lame pathetic programming stands 
dried themselyes because The 7 л ха y trast to the messa, | and sacrifice which radiate from the 
die sp e weight of nme vs : Mw d: in ulptures by Josef W gua e trance to T Dietrich-Eckart 

papalace 30 they pasa: dt елдегі edge and ‹ ТЫН A battle r І Тап rise from the ashes of the 

aco dps pot v is this more evident than ir ncer ( Will in Т of The Word In Stone! 
тоб x Е = h 
bti which, іп бе last twenty-five Ус Em, А aq n k } 1 the Т і 

се dot young girls could probably compete in it қ eeu: ter Klosteriaróhe 

fir Race also manifests itself today іп their pham i Шы ЫЫ AD 16:09; 
croviding those ‘at a a à n, dropp mbs fro he sk 

so that they are able lo compete. Neither іп Т са Р х 

promoting sport over intellect nor was it a case of promo 1 1 1 
jes of tach of them formed the basis of қ 0 

nature and influence is revealed to MUR EOM i 
the figere hat they use as an example of high intellect v ў ms’. In 
E to bel The in Race. I is he duy of civi : "я һауе set uy 
Talis influences ino exile, Next up on the trusty lying ; isily n r 
fint everything done by The N: The | х Жалақы? 
Ы Тра purposes which is Yd is 136 Olymp h crimin: S 1 og 10 

SERRE em of “propaganda ore с D 5 : Berlir Е 

! i отта r indre 
Th f roy r’ is ‘Diversi 

ZLON n t l 

amed by the aor d іп ( А 3 f : 7 а 1 liversit поту menchy 
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fraud а irder he Europear provision that it would be destroyed v era ciy PF 

pal fame! Whilst y perpetua 
d to ‘unite’ on the 

f global on ion d 
Шоууеб 

у : : 

ame bestowed f citie а rough the German People's enforced funding and carrying of the ot 

have “Әле s of on% through tl eo 
r 

pe dismay of the od hove l ees! (а form of dilution) and also through the mass immig if 

erate cti Я 
„porate ‘states (6 ; : : 

«d dis destruction oy corpora je (another form of dilution). It states on one of the boards that they wan 

ee kilometre long segment into a ‘green ribbor 
з nine 

өсін of pree to 
cantly diverse 

; месі: tus’ - before the unlimited fraudulent cre 

jm thin air, the world thousands of squ 
сла! 

“оз on the Opemplat е Na dbjected 0 

Ш shat is опе of the reasons why dt 

vasiy) nd th 
ted 

hey wer 
io" } barnings of 

Destruction (this just a natural part of the world and a 

1 о be protected from. A man ir raud that they nee the Tierg. 
ӨТІ 

меш an ugly building whic genda by stamping the ‘pape h fc h 
- 

t ene from The following 
moment, is based in 

x 

idings which make
 up the K ur foru ле t 

: 

ht nach 

the accompanying audio g 
rous voice M 

А ground m the ams acide honne й 

өзі. Î painters of the time, Egypt was in th im 
helped hen rel the Bible Story іп such a way thar th ) 

Ancient Histo! 
im 

T 
} 

d EST any willir T with йел.” ln actual fact, all c could ide 
Me and Mrs Audio Guide do nothing bu 

chronology They attempt to fortify their lies wit nó Amer 

whenever they try to address real truth I 5 cuiu е 

thogld be read, if one wants 10 become fan 
These maseams do contain some gr 
sees sth Fans Bol and Francesco Guardi but vurder and t 

ies of History to view every 1 1 ing in a proper contex 

Walking towards the centre of F 
Шетін а "cultura 

bos ask 

Boom?! The 
193¢ r 5 c ae: 
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World 
of Koln 

Friedrich 

л bust of The Master of Ва 

God Man by Franz von Lenbat 

al 
1 

The next momin 1 walk along Friedrichstraße and arriy 

nown as "Checkpoint 
Cha vhich eina ARES 

juftfahrtminist 
Berlin pertaining to the 

nd th 
| 

ipftfahriministerium, th м 1 x how th 

М erve purr 
т : 

by housing Uic Federal Finar Mi nist „ass murder by ha’ their photographs taken w PE 

and asked me 10 ۴ g photog oc 5 (the offic tish and Americar ee 

ved Zen and as popularised rox "hilst killing innocent peopl merean dee зр as soldier 

: St America eisa nott a ae $ 

созе ] was a doma = 

controlled оша
т media. 

| 

De fog із үзі porth of he city centre to the Volks í OFI 

Hanbolidain for 2 100 af seme fairly extensive bunkers r War Ter EAVINC і {\ г КТЖ s 23 ; 

Based £ the Gamma sobway station and у ап i i h, then ( 7 Р 8 à issia с 

Bet: Патиха c V. 1 went on tour i қ Е ee : a e part regart Neapons 

Маа әбес ше бл | read be to ed th ri of al eir WEN : 5 у (by fore 

tampani ha the “expert guide oo this particular tour w ы 1 М ( š ў е ghts as р 

скі кін told іс after lie utter |е One of the other « М : ut E 
- y о iex 

mgd a т she of waste matter’, and that v Ы " E 
1 k h 

escribe he amire of the guide o
n this " 

ы 
E 

ix aure of the guide on this to e Auschwit А зд 1 

à 

wim ^ 7 it the histe 
у yk А 

пб fated tx 
xd Time 

edtest 1 EVA | 

x 
1 

1 
Mure up t fer 

1 ТС ІІ 

gistical i 
ut 

imp Y t y bi 
t 1 

Ic oule " o 1 

лао e of thi im | fr d | research З i г. F 1 ) cal 

ib 
> Н ess a ! 3 1 in 

d so 

btair univ 
к 

^ a 
rsi r 

i ota, man p ned erve 7 onist institutio y 

ioy y a Ron оталу wj 
Zion; garbage iz ( ; 

“4. у 
Particular univer 4 \ t. Th ! t 1 

Pi 
Sook sta] c witl 9 A y individi 

D ір liar 
hos elling lies. r Also outside t a 

су ? I Truth Шей Beheln 10 doul 
: iniversity, there were 

„f Euro vhere the Holy I y 1 opposite E 

ice took place 
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re it 
pinden originally wy Nd 

Wac E ved 3 CRG a, 

кірін! iren 18 3 memo, 
Chose 10 ВОХ т j then. pen bombed by coward. 18 recur r was Uc Mc 

ces МА but a onu t n Histor Guard things Up ~ à monument to ^ 
Royal Palace j sums ot hold of it; tl tn 

ax Killed f?" hat The Jews 80^ ^7 TENS оц dies lies nd айы МЕ the GDR с Memo, ( 
Jew im - 0 1) iverns. n 

ne Satan), р " 

T 

int 

scc as thane Of ^ / W 
sed. Vill 2 Y hem entered 1 Doy 

тер; inch, жесе to the at t 
соғды or just eve have evidence. vf tho 1 mn int 

¢ Deutsche: 
бор which 

ing thee now 

stands a replica of ‘Wehrmacht’ which was originally created in r 3 
qui creat artist Arno Breker. But then the lies start. To begin with, it's 
1938 yt history. An exhibit The Romar ire united large parts 
j ancient hi 
he lie first time and created a unified tem of currency and Гам. The 

/ Euroj 1 technology, high de based on 
yon ans 0 ffect us even f centres of 

language thle road 

ire acces description of 
it w 15е, as previously d, the Roman 

tred ne. The patheti ile creature 
would hav ou i hat t man F jir 

П great civilisations stem from the ple wh 

f the differences between the people f 
lands to whicl е sourc f n 

alse d Yould least start to с 

ree of p ption. Th ır hould 

voul ve been German? Another exhit 

ow suitably vague a nuous. How melic с. Ап r exhibit: ‘The Roma 

t t jermanic Peo : t 
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bi 3 Ee eof r Ic D ee ect people to be really *mature' and really *sensible' and just ванда 

DEE ie оту recious metal that į y expec! Pons for anything so you can see why they hated so much a Man 
4 people to facilitate ne Ph with a Voice of Thunder proclaiming the truths of the world and 

Paint eventually. me 1 env the logic behind everything. Moderation in such matters, by 
people to accept these ine reasoning ANC address the real truths which is why World Zionism wants all 

- they change money jefinition, ¥ to be moderate and it is also why The Nazi Party were described 

с the real truths of the world сап all be swept under а great big Zionist 

ad fraudulent Zioni 

» is weighed and th 

quiis 
P 

a 
dese "pod

e times of
 today - 

nl} smal 

system wi
th only а 54 

ie ? And wh 1s all о fractio! reser ses only? And who has а 
селе for өте рарон 00: b à along with the big | 

‘The Holocaust’. A wh eventually, бе У
Ш 15 

economic crash
 ¢ ‘Evil Nazis 

н 

be written rebutting al! ol 

book with lots and lots of | las of pages could 
ten 

write another whole 

which involved these criminals р all the asse 
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мед кін теі to such truths and such righteous

ness; the difference
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Е = 
i 

ccording relationsh
ips between such terms as ‘truth’, ‘justice’, 

E 
; 

moral suppor f farce alone 

The application
 < 
bring 

‘opinion’ need to be outlined in black and white terms 
1. One must understand Natural Laws 

an never 
concep, o Да тісі өле б ло 
g^ m to a тап $ 
aikaa Mein Kampf Р yt Hitler, hekin- Adol 

these truths is that there should be a Т absolutely по mong: у and foremost A reat the Laws of The Land and the inherent 
hin Superior Man; that is to say that any Laws drawn up by 

the one sole purpose and that would be to serve the people D 
h a way that they could live their lives in peace, 

whatsoever 
р Speaking Masses are the engine room of 2 

The English Pe Rei The eee are the Masses of Hatred 
Speakin 

free from harm, 
The Law would be there to serve them in the event of any 

upon them 
things Talmudic is a Form of H To mot despise all slenda Es Saket Delenda Est! America Delenda Est 

ae 4 AJ] Heil The Holy God Men of 1 
ache! 

am inp 
iL he Land would be a perfect reflection of nobility, he Lan 1 pe Laws of Th 

t 1 of erson's duty to the truth and ар r 
person's dut: 

uld be a 

ad to | 

of civilisation, of 
respect for their fellow superior being; 

! superior person's inclination to think and to 
truth and to righte 

fect reflection of 

i e accordi 
behave sness. That would be their way 

idt nd nature beca truth exists in the blood id be second па 

Common Law - whether someor 1 cting actual harm or loss on 1 or loss to another per erson's property, Crim 
vandalism n, slander and libel 

on or hi 
ss such as murder, 

uld be included here; 

tween two consenting parties arty in breach of such? I mischief (commor ly known as 
or has or іе party not adequately 

hat said contract? 

of identifying any 
85. Superior Men have 

Doing No Harm' and a system 
em and their property. Indeed, 

msequences'. Such a 
ivilisation - however, it is the 

Cestroy great civilisations and one of 
1€ the laws of whatever land it 

old of the land and totally 
them and transforms them from a 

le into a tool of persecution through 
Ind protect the peop 
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why you һауе not paid the said sum. Ifyou which it uses fo promote it aus how с‹ t Own a ex ft ceded against ах if you had appeared. 
egal 9 Renda a, ХА ju will be proceeded against а и had appea: nvented an of a land ing aring уе 1 civilisatie 9%, | and € 
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mud include writiy 2 
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the law " assed requiring all Brit SA « to call anything and everything lawful) act Wer tritis] 5 Helper 
jegal (uni synagogue then they'd all just wi, Patents UR Pot course, enables them to write “the laws 

ӛлім 1» the nearest syna i ngl ouble + x St 
hides te NET and not a single protest would be hearg po Comp, Bh of trou” enda. Then once “Тһе Law" has become fully 
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omplete Restoration of loni, Wh 
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They want to dictate the insidious so, c etatis Adolf Hitler 
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су use the “you are immature for r JE Such t 
А 
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Chapter Vig 

Pilgrimage 2015 

svitably another Pilgrimage would mean travelling by air and qh ме Ine з the forceful edicts of Zion re, arding what might be Бары lus having m before boarding an aircraft: “Where are ere you hav? «fustria”, I reply, although, of Course, the с y UN Ne t security yf your business, пом get out of my Way, уо; 
peen, Non have resulted in the Zionist goers, 

T to eng 

been и ridiculous Zig 
put that mig eng offended а and they may hay 

top me boarding the aircraft because offending “Тһе Great Zion’ ig welt 
„d to stc 

tried to their unilateral edicts, an offence, Their * ing to с accordin& netic and laughable - this is because Zion i tics аге pa tactic 

rive in Vienna and catch the С ity Airport Train бо Į do arri m the airport being the quickest and most convenient it being method and whic! Power zero emission’ which they state jg 1009 ay Power 26 
(92% hydro power and 8% wind power) but this a 

to the City 
h runs on 9 Clean [in what regard?) gain is another example of 

centre, 
*Railw 

nel 
Zion's 

3 о! * tactics - g 
problem, reaction, solution" tactics - invent the g global Warming lie and then ; million things to ‘combat’ it in order to find more Ways to control 

invent ds but what of the implosion and alternative energy of German Super 4 Some of the views from the window on the Science? эс Way to the centre of Vienna are normalcy of the practicalities of the aight off the freshly smelling Printing 

> guide books don't tell you about - the what the g 
world in service to Zion. No fancy leaflets 

s of life to advertise these realiti presses 

Walking westwards from Wier 

Doktor-Karl-Lues 

lementary $ 

1 Mitte station I cross the Р: arkring and arrive at -Platz where 
о him. ‘But even 

to change my opinion whi 
man and his work 

there stands a monument t m d me 
en I had the and slowly that opinion gr 

grounds for forming a judgement. Today 
r as the most eminent type of 

enf 

opportunity 
ew into had better utspoken admir паа bett 

as well as ther Karl Lu 
German B noisier er, Mein Kampf. The stone ires on this monument 

Surgermeis 
g қ ould almost be carved of the Third Reich ... ah yes .. The Word in Stone ... it 

could almost be ca у 5 8 the complete antithesis to the contents of the Talmud which is why it may not be there for much longer. A of course, there is a ‘CAMPAIGN’, there is an ‘IDEA the FOR SUBMISSIONS’, on a website, 
state 1s а "Pressure group to transform the Karl 

1gainst anti-Semitism and racism in Austria. ' - 
с code speak for what they really mean is that they want 

uc r statue into a monument against the existence of 
e and for an overt worldwide Zionist dictatorship. This 

sual hatc] job of lies and propaganda relating to Karl 
l nother example of the ity today that all you need to be to ‘get by m the world of Zion is evil and stupid) and also page after page of ‘submissions’ (the 

ALL was s * t e is eded!) of pictures of ‘ideas’ of ‘transforming’ the statue, that i 
| Lueger are 

attempting to transforn beauty into ugliness. ‘He [Doctor Karl Lueger] had ar 
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centuries later which would be yet another | 

n versio, culture and of all creation. Was there really д Gre ior 
of the Innere Stadt of Vienna and I walk to с dee 
the Stadttempel, place of evil, house of hatred, and a Jew dressed all in satchel exits and scurries up the street 

absolute antithesis to that of 

situated - the door opens 
The feeling * 

seeing the 
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girl 
On 

d a phenop, 
My first thought was: ‘Is this ; 
in Linz. 1 watch 
strang 

the man 
ountenance c 
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Kampf. If you want to visit 
fact that thi 

reputed to be the oldest in Vienna. 
ішті and look towards the I 
built to satisfy Zion. Just out 

it could be a little 
anube Canal, al] 

: ch, almo, little stone statue of Saint urg, t) 

: 
accurately, the corporate mz mereh 
casket of salt; salt is а real со) \ 
this part of the world hence 
other real assets of value but now I 
instead because it di 

going to enter 
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rasil tree, sec id А, told were tho: of tł real victims of all the 
at is the stories of the Ehrean Germans, Compl 
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I 9" Novemb 995 n 

Leopold VI D Glor t hli f the House of B been unveiled or November 1999, the ап 'ersary of : f Babenberg), iall intil October 2000 for the final completior 
ег von der Vogelweide (а poet, a Minnesan er) was repositioned by one metre! No doubt the König Rudolf von Habsbur па! t 'use of Habst І iuilty!) and debated (You Are Guilty!) and I 1 E t ) ar ated (You Are Guilty!) to the full during that Meister Hans Puchsbaum (an archit ) Е a 
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beliefs were built on falsehoods, 
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even when its ‘dogmas ' are blindh 
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tithe descriptions of the soi 
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Stern digits that these Vienne 
siwar years the ( offee Hor 

nothing lik 
e 
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but not with the truth 
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аг а printing press), It seems to 
О the system as it stands and, r 
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8 their Nature) ar 
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> house, | 
1 myself visit a coffee house 
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there are chandeliers, there are 
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would meet that remark with 
@ sense of genteel civility to the int 
the Elders of Zion, is no differe 
victims һе has murdered. The “с 
vitriol’, these ‘twisted facts" and 
look almost as ‘smart’ as the gen 
lics. I proclaim that putting ne tory of the Viennese Coffee 
Turks left behind some 
used them to open up Vienn 
perhaps it's another example of 
and events and, in this case, coffee | today with a visible рге: 
Zion and blatant propaganda is one 
the arianization initiated by the n 
name to ,, Kaffeehaus "(coffee hous 
their lives due to the М 
The proper term should be “Ehre: 
and the riddance of 
term ‘national’ should have a 
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Шетел that re, 
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ational Socialists 
€) or ., Kaffee" y ational Socialism moveme, 

anization’ which j 
all of the evil and all o; 

capital letter * 
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goat principle - 
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Ба. Ay ad a day old." - Sanhedrin 55b. 
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2007 Sharon Stone it's the New York Times of February 23" 19389 Ng patil and Hu Jintao. In defeating” something just because you've por the ee pa pevisingh д in 2013 so did Bill Clinton B xi v 

Britain, America, France and the Soviet Union q °" Sup spot Py at the О! th Ball. Luxury hotels will take any whilst 
Talmudic; just sheer quantitative force through vies * te apie f А. ۽ call it the uch honorary titles as ‘Sir’ and Madam w e so stupid that you don't realise that! Simon Меза с о all anybody 105 what of Michael Jackson? One of the mot 4 clown that he didn't even realise that the reason ûl Was ұм y whim. But gidn’t fully go along with the agenda or he singing’ was only because the only thing that is gre, the eir OV ы perhaps i ence which Zion hates: “They suck ... they ré 

of the four Jewish vassal states mentioned of al] thing rh be ced some inte they start out the most popular person in the bared of The German People for saying "M. in 0 red айы WHEY 1 everything. End up with penniless mongering, mass fraud and child abuse, No doubt qs Jf money, Dig hou se,’ - Michael Jackson. His ‘song’ ‘They Adolf Hitler, an animal lover, would have despiseq p al 1ye Jews do If On Pre ion) included the lines “Jew me, sue me a member of staff, who is friendly and polite, ac ps ds kosh Uncensored P it also makes reference to the fact that if Wagner plaque at the hotel, but he tells me that it tt’ Whe kike те Martin Luther (a Falasha Jew) were ‘livin’ renovations to the interior (the exterior of this hang Temoy 4 sos eae 13]! Child sex abuse is а cornerstone of original from 1863-1865 and it started life as 4 hotel in ee id not [allow oe = of what they engage in all the time and around the hotel and he tells me to feel fre accuse е. I wa су like t0 3 
1 circumstance: But what of Indira 

2009 under piciou Belle Etage (is that the correct spelling ог do I 1 
her assassination? ‘On more than от luxurious surroundings, wondering what it r 3 year 

Gandhi. One day capacity of a lump of concrete but being 
infinite printing press; there are large ра 
King of Hungary and Croatia, King of 
Austria, Empress Consort of Austr 

much ?” I had to tell her: “For ntings 
nr y € 1, ot stair 1 in its essence 
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e that 
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Miguel Serrano. 
1 To! r and Joha 

a, Queen 
зт t the hotel о indica Queen Consort of Bohemia - perhaps she wa of Anton Bruckne A à 4 > l walk down a corridor of the hotel where. in >; I amar race me ODIT AN Path of History’ which is a pern 

а video playing, all outlining the histor 
guests ... ah yes, the famous guest what a m 
at the downright evil but let lump them t 
History and the hotel's website 
Il, the Jewish composer Gu 

Jewish actress Sarah Ber 
contained gold bars (when Jew 024,ће hot they st zold), the Jew Arthur $ Paper, when th do 1 mean ‘or’, it makes : ы Sritish, w 
Psychoanalysis’ which he d E а (inventor of 

but a hatred of ] hrean character and 
қ Ше wall p els and 

several other Jewis 

= 1 wonder if it 
b n (who's e ре seen ; 

Yuri Gagarin 

Tayi 
Staff could see the « 
in 1961, Kino v ing Nik k 
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limit of 36 kilogrammes so a beautiful adult male 6 
allowed entry. The hotel doesn't appear to have 
crocodiles although such animals do exist in Vienr 
were required to sign liability waivers or рау поп. 
they stayed at the hotel. According to the hotel, 
duty, about 150 Persian rugs disappeared one by one * St n 
them to the laundry’, the Imperial staff told the n the jain Pl us. гер P]. M had left Vienna іп 1955, all 150 rugs were return aU, A We ny 

d to Ju They had spent almost а dec în the vaults of 
publically that's about as far as they'll go, it's 

ay e lennos,, 
about ag ve 

insinuation in а jocular manner as to the slight possibili е as they ve 
rugs whilst the Soviets occupied the hotel, What about al OF the then eta 
pillage committed by these hordes of Sudras? We Je mass m >, А €'ll sweep р 555 my rugs. But wbat of the presence of the Holy God Men? p... P. that nd "Y 
‘The composer Richard Wagner honoured the Ногај inn 1 the websit а” eri He occupied seven rooms in the first hotel in 

prepared performances of ‘Tannhäuser and Lohengrin’ piana set up in the salon of his suite, Supplied w t 
music all night long, [and] composed and re-arranged у 
guests soon got used to the impressive sounds from W 
complain. `1 return to the reception area and another те 
his colleague: the Richard Wagner plaque remains on a wall 
missed it in the darkness. It reads Outside the 

Wagney ith pots 9f black e, о ее 

RICHARD WAGNER 
WAS AT THE END 

OF THE YEAR 1875 
WITH HIS FAMILY 

NEARLY TWO MONTHS 
FOR THE PREPARATION 
OF THE PERFORMANCE 

OF HIS OPERAS 
TANNHAUSER 

AND LOHENGRIN 
A GUEST OF THIS HOTEI 

THE SCHUBERT UNION OF V IENNA 
FOR THE 50* ANNIVERSARY OI THE MASTER'S DEATH 

193 

Above the main entrance of the hotel there are four statues by sculptor Frau Melnitzky which display the allegories of a le 
and strength. It is said 
during his time in Vienn 

ader's virtues: wisdom, honour juste 
there was someone who worked at the Hotel Impaa 

а as a day labourer shove 
someone who woul. 

snow, someone struck by Te 
Master's Rienzi, d see through it all someone who МОЙ = Teh е through it a 0 Е 
come back as a Hero, as І ohengrin ... He stayed at the hotel in March 1938 м 

Triumphant Return, st vear that Vienna has eve the greatest month of the great 
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w some stolen property but there are a few ie ) intend to vi Ей . 
moming | tendit ansdom a poster advertises ‘Bach and 

autiful Steph: 
: Bach 

dm p т” albeit with tickets costing 25 Fiat Euros but 
hansdoi a 

is a monstrosity, an example of Jewish hatred w nich 

arg a i the destruction of anything harmonious. This 

aes a рау ‘created’ in the style of what is known as 

ee a i of the creature Hans Hollein and was unveiled in 1990 

paces i = n ng mall paraphernalia. The creature Hans Hollein has 

peine e is Т r all of his ‘work’ because an image needs to be кеа awarded numerous prizes or all с 

owing 

first; outsi
d 

Me res in 
the Step! 

E fall 

LJ aking the 
m Ing 
£ dejberately pl 

"usi that these ‘creations’ really are works of art and that what you see being 
asi! ка melioristic and modernist paradise (you need to be a ‘forward thinker 
же) The creature Hans Hollein possessed а 1 
әтек”) Lana Del Rey’. Was there ever such an example of the way that the 
imi entertainment" cartel likes to portray ugliness as b auty than this 51 
KY Was there ever such an obvious example 
fal of the pathetic hand signals of ‘Lana Del 
iment cartel? The Zionist Masses 
Setting works! Laug! 
pen mad for the 

lare of hatred just like the creature 

*Lana 
of the mental capacity of Zion 

and all the rest of the 
The Elders think it's because 
petroleum and firearms! The 

adore her! 
ng Stock! Bottled chemicals 

slug to ride! USA! 1 SA! USA! 
: 

imagine the time and effort of 
г e "nm p making these feature length propaganda works. Hey Zion 

W ever he: 5 fo 

UD М 

Таны heard of the term Busy Fools’? Hey Zion, don’t you know that we 
0 20 B 7 iting $ шы Feud} on Vig tiny little minds?! Laughir Stock! Arm in arm with 

y “Re must like his girls to he : Я ye Y 1 
Ft le train station in giris to be in Lana Del Rey’ is famous. The Berchtesg i aden Y. Atop this building 

iot. This i because Zion promotes there appears to be what looks like a diving 
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our fans wou board. Addendum - Hey 'Lana' 

ceremonies as being freakish in any way becay: 
ы У ғау because y, 

L tum right up the Graben and arrive at the Peg, Уй, 
in 1679.” Ж с 1693 to mark the end of the Great Plague 

wooden column, that and the Turkish Siege of Siege о) 

better today because there аге moder D 
EUIS ix Uc likes i£ another form 1o 
ШЫМАН who vowed to have q^ 
Б) Wien GE Great Plague ended, a 50 
DE end the Church being swon 

delay. But was there really a G: Plague? W 
Pilgrim talks of the European Guilds of t Vas it ex 

Pharmaceutical Guild? Imagine all the con, Middle 

declaration that the ‘plague’ has arrived. eL tha * Thigh 

higher! Imagine how it could be morphed NOSE city wa ы ы 

О could be made forces id, Io the то cou egy 
ШОҒАН WAS ereates thie diseases? Tho 0. Jer LES Li ii 

Pestsdule merely а simple propaganda of d that despise hold o Ча 

people think of the term ‘plague’ they auton, j ot ™2ceution àl 
EE d Еее and the UY. think op : d 

Bernhard Fischer von Erlach was involved 
talk of protection and mercy and governance and o iO but d 
of reigning without end and of c US ga aching over, ds етепсу Е Ove 
humbleness and perpetual gratitude. This | ond deliverang, 
pest’! Don't eat fruit, take our tablets and inject Striking reminders 89908 
Addendum - the deadly ZIKA Virus! But tha wi d and be fen S! But the World Health 496 ferey yo 
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deliver you but, in г you but, in return, you must allow tl EIC st allow them t. 
Socr p ES perpetual 

whines! Personality! Initiative! A ( 
Hitler You H ipae ollywoo. 

humbleness and 
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plague with some heroic (not whit 
day. Have faith in us! Who are the Real Pla. o eal Plague 
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contain some fine architecture bu E si 
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the long street leading from s Ha 
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tume 
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After walking through the Volksgarten and ¢ Ееее 

tizpalast and after passing through the id 

Justi h to the main hall with the broad steps th 
ші ou. 

! 

алақ complete with sword and law book but dan 
justitia с 

! à place such 

at leg 

jelded or Laws which Serve Justice ir 
w 
well described in Chapter I of ‘Third Reich Pilgrim 

othing but centres for dispensing the invalid unilateral 

no 
; 

Justice, the іп particular houses the Supreme Court of 
for 1 Matters, th 

Mi 

Public Prosecutor of Vienna which are all nothing but fan ffic and t ( 
: and have nothing to ¢ алсу na, а managed to dream up and h ve nc hing to do with Trup nd pe Which Justice, Everything in a place such as t not 

es of the Third Reich where Law ec 
Thingst 
Law was to serve Man. On a wa in one 

isa plaque which was, in 2007, unveiled by the 
ар 

i 

unveiled the monstrosity on the Ballhausplatz. ft г 

THIS MEMORIAL TABLE TRI MINDS OF THE FIRE OF THI TUSTIZPALAsT ON THE 15" JULY 1927 
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followers of the Republican Protectors Trog, 
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and of the STEVE Hing 7 deaths ground in 1985 on 11/5 (141552 ere were 77 ere 

documentary’; "The p, M 1 е ‘new, je was “infire. It i5 SA ала the Glock 34 se 
radium this morni finister диас зей Ё б divisible by 7) S and 4, and 4+4=7). 

Holocaust! Holo He sg wer, lle ( Z ade up of the numen dendum a few days 

the Jewish God, where the w Re pes 34 15 on 717 2005 (219 за and October 14^ (14 15 
fire. The 3 o9 he qum. mittee © „f October 212 it is said that an 

ering ік the 

| | 

7 perpetre 
als according to the 

2 

and 34 wes 
x n 

and 4, and 34 4-7) 

h people celebrate 

riti found apons were 

Reich Pilgrim, The Ruins of p, 
39 (perhaps they meant to 

, injured 
numbers of the 

ie Frenc T's) when th 
that they wou se 

during the Fen arave given a name to t 1 view as a Nice date for another false g the first few month ME to the Ope d view as 8 3 seres or 7 E a 
EE ar EN Di ni 5 of 1985 related o> Eros have 7 or 13 serios or оа 

they would have given a code r d tO the moti „ies and pathetic code for World СХ rt : ave given a code nam © mot series perpe f pages. The 
things they lack tame to jt be ming in F etch to millions of pag 

gs they lack, When Two туро. сезе he w? [his could str ted Prometheus, but 
M resurrecte 

masquerade, a5 ‘football hoolig; f the Earth 
that the. Elders time for real) a notice iner n c is f а notice just above the x2 the chains that 

of ‘Congratulation y 1e entranc to bind Hitler in the cnain 

HUN Corons* Zien npe Науе Been Nom = 9 and superstitions, no God in 
1s '. Zion likes to jr іт, dl h 

siniste Я vert so duri 1 cha ould hold 

inister agent of Judaism used the t luring The ^i» metaphysical chain could 

Prof i I the term fessionals’ called ‘Need To Kno, 
Collins and Martin Shaw (playir 
=e ng the r real name?) dress up as poli Жаа. 1 n which сап be seen 
sufficient (you cl nee Officer I f rhe building to admire the views from cte 

e you charge at us, we'll charge s " û roof of the 3 the Stephansdom, the dom X the Hofbur 

down some property) but all they needed to 7). Parliament bul my of the Neue Burg of the 1 where He 
then еу needed to 4 my of the Neue of the 1 \ 
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